
full leaf
BLACK & 
OOLONG 

TEAS
full caffeine

full leaf
HERBAL TEAS
caffeine free

This is a smooth, light brew with a golden 
liquor and a pleasant sweetness 
accentuated by malva, marigold and rose 
flowers.

citrus chamomile
item # 19972

mint
item # 19974

Made with full leaf, top grade peppermint, 
this blend provides a refreshing, soothing 
flavor and aroma, with subtle sweetness.

organic wild encounter
item # 19973

Complex layers of tart and sweet fruit notes -
mixed berries, hibiscus and apples - create 
this fabulous taste experience. 

organic lemon ginger
item # 19968

Delivering a vibrant, unique flavor, our 
Lemon Ginger is perfectly blended to ensure 
each sip leads to a refreshing drink with a 
spicy kick.

full leaf
GREEN TEAS

light caffeine

dragon well
item # 19970

Smooth and well-rounded, with a rich, full 
green tea flavor, a hint of chestnut, and a 
pleasant, invigorating aroma. 

organic chun mee
item # 19976

This tea brews up with a light yellow liquor 
and a bright, mild and somewhat sweet 
flavor that has a clean finish which will 
soothe you any time of the day. 

organic tropical green
item # 19969

The exotic tropical flavors of mango, 
pomegranate and pineapple pair perfectly 
with our delicate green tea to create a 
distinctly, unique blend. Ours is a subtle, 
light brew and is as refreshing as an island 
breeze.

organic jasmine green
item # 19985

Our master blenders have created an 
enchanting brew, which strikes the perfect 
balance of jasmine aroma with smooth, 
Chinese green tea. 

organic english breakfast
item # 19971

Our English Breakfast tea is a Ceylon tea 
sourced from estates located in the secluded 
highlands of Sri Lanka. Full-bodied (perfect 
with milk and sugar!), vibrant, with a rich 
copper color and inviting Ceylon aroma when 
brewed.

organic south indian
select item # 19986 | fair trade

Sourced from the Nilgiri area (India's second 
largest tea growing region), this blend is 
distinctively bold with a crisp finish. The 
brew is bright and brisk, with a wood-like 
aroma and a rich coppery color. 

hot cinnamon
item # 19978

This exquisite blend of the highest quality 
bold, black tea is infused with the warm, 
spicy heat of cinnamon. This golden amber 
brew is sure to awaken your senses.

organic chai
item # 19977

Aromatic and rich with ginger, cardamon, 
and cloves, this beautifully balanced blend is 
equally delightful enjoyed as is, or with milk 
and honey (or another sweetener), as it is 
most commonly prepared.

decaf english breakfast 
item # 19982

Full-bodied (perfect with milk and sugar!), 
vibrant, with a rich copper color and inviting 
Ceylon aroma when brewed.

organic earl grey
item # 19975

This traditional bold black tea with citrus 
notes has been a favorite of tea drinkers 
ever since its introduction into the west in 
the early 1800's. 

organic oolong
item # 19967

This flavorful and full-bodied blend delivers 
the smooth taste of oolong tea with smoky, 
nutty end notes. 
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Steep Café represents a new 
chapter in our family's 72-year old 

quest to produce the perfect cup 
of full leaf tea. Our pursuit of 

perfection has taken us to the 
world's leading tea estates. It's 

inspired us to seek out and learn 
from cultures rich in tea tradition. 

It's our passion. It's who we are. 
It's simply our life's work. It's 

perfection in every sip.

--The Bigelow Family
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60-COUNT STEEP CAFÉ 

ASSORTED CASE
Item # 19987

60-COUNT STEEP CAFÉ 

ORGANIC ASSORTED
Item # 19988

Product 
Code

Case
Pack

Product
Description

Case Gross 
Weight

Case Net
Weight

Case 
Cube

Cases / 
Pallet

Cases / 
Layer

Layers / 
Pallet

GTIN CASE CODE

19972 50 cnt Citrus Chamomile 0.543 0.220 0.169 266 38 7 00072310199729

19974 50 cnt Mint 0.516 0.192 0.169 266 38 7 00072310199743

19973 50 cnt Organic Wild Encounter 0.599 0.276 0.169 266 38 7 00072310199736

19968 50 cnt Organic Lemon Ginger 0.544 0.220 0.169 266 38 7 00072310199682

19970 50 cnt Dragon Well 0.543 0.220 0.169 266 38 7 00072310199705

19985 50 cnt Organic Jasmine Green 0.543 0.220 0.169 266 38 7 00072310199859

19976 50 cnt Organic Chun Mee 0.543 0.220 0.169 266 38 7 00072310199767

19969 50 cnt Organic Tropical Green 0.543 0.220 0.169 266 38 7 00072310199699

19971 50 cnt Organic English Breakfast 0.654 0.331 0.169 266 38 7 00072310199712

19986 50 cnt Organic FT South Indian Select 0.599 0.276 0.169 266 38 7 00072310199866

19978 50 cnt Hot Cinnamon 0.599 0.276 0.169 266 38 7 00072310199781

19977 50 cnt Organic Chai 0.599 0.276 0.169 266 38 7 00072310199774

19975 50 cnt Organic Earl Grey 0.543 0.220 0.169 266 38 7 00072310199750 

19982 50 cnt Decaf English Breakfast 0.599 0.276 0.169 266 38 7 00072310199828

19967 50 cnt Organic Oolong 0.599 0.276 0.169 266 38 7 00072310199675

19987 60 cnt Assorted Case 0.599 0.276 0.186 208 16 13 10072310199870

19988 60 cnt Organic Assorted Case 0.599 0.276 0.186 208 16 13 10072310199887

Steep Café represents a new chapter in our family's 72-year old 

quest to produce the perfect cup of full leaf tea. Our pursuit of 

perfection has taken us to the world's leading tea estates. It's inspired 

us to seek out and learn from cultures rich in tea tradition. It's our 

passion. It's who we are. It's simply our life's work. It's perfection in 

every sip.

--The Bigelow Family
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